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Blocking vs. Non-blocking Communication underMPI on a Master-Worker ProblemAndre Fachat, Karl Heinz HomannInstitut fur PhysikTU ChemnitzD-09107 ChemnitzGermanye-mail: fachat@physik.tu-chemnitz.dePhone: ++49-371-531-3550Fax: ++49-371-531-3233June 5, 1998AbstractIn this report we describe the conversion of a simple Master-Workerparallel program from global blocking communications to non-blockingcommunications. The program is MPI-based and has been run ondierent computer architectures. By moving the communication to thebackground the processors can use the former waiting time for computa-tion. However we nd that the computing time increases by the time thecommunication time decreases in the used MPICH implementation on acluster of workstations. Also using non-global communication instead ofthe global communication slows the algorithm down on computers withoptimized global communication routines like the Cray T3D.Keywords: MPI, MPICH, blocking communication, non-blocking com-munication1 IntroductionThe available computing power has vastly increased since the invention of themicroprocessor. Moore's law even says that the increase in computing powerper processor goes exponentially in time. However, the price for the customprocessors with the best performance often is prohibitivly larger than for o-the-shelf processors. And the need for computing power is increasing faster thanthe processor development can keep up with.1
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worker gets real scheduleFigure 2: The algorithm using non-blocking communication and estimatedschedule. The workers do a xed number of steps between sending the statisticto the master. After sending they estimate their schedule and use this until themaster sends the real schedule.reached so far. Also the total number of accepted moves accross the local partof the ensemble is sent. The message size is independent of the ensemble size.The approach with a master and several workers is also called master-workerapproach. Our implementation, however, allows the master to be a workerbetween the schedule computations as well.3 Non-blocking communicationDuring the development of our stochastic optimization code we found that inour workstation cluster the program needs about 5-20% of the time for thecommunication subroutines. In order to improve performance we wanted toknow whether putting the communication into the background with the non-blocking communication would improve the performance.This has several implications. First and most important is that the workersneed something to do during the time that is now saved. They need the infor-mation from the master (the schedule) to do the simulation. This informationis derived from an ensemble statistics. But, if a worker has several ensemblemembers, it can derive such an ensemble statistics for the local ensemble mem-bers. This can be used as an estimate until the real schedule arrives from themaster.This of course changes the character of the whole algorithm, as the com-munication time directly inuences the schedule: It is not `exact' in the sensethat the schedule used is not the globally valid schedule for the whole ensemble.Instead a certain fraction of the simulation time the locally estimated scheduleis used. Furthermore it is not `reproducable', as factors outside program control{ network latency and load, each CPU load { inuence the schedule by changingthe time where the estimated schedule is used.The second implication is that it is not possible to use global communicationroutines anymore, as in MPI they are available as blocking only. The global4


















































decoupled 128 proc.Figure 4: Timing results for a run on the Cray T3D. The plots show the numberof simulation steps over time. 6
hardware dedicated to the fast communication between the processors. Figure4 shows the timing for the Cray T3D. It can be seen that for a small number ofprocessors (32) the hardware can transfer the message in parallel to the compu-tation, the non-blocking communication gives a (small) performance increase.However, with a large number of processors (128) another eect takes over. Theglobal (blocking) MPI routines in the Cray MPI implementation are highly opti-mized and use the geometry of the machine's communication topography. Thenon-blocking communication routines are point-to-point communication rou-tines and are not optimized for the Cray. Here the global comunication routinesare faster than the non-blocking routines.A drawback is that the estimated schedule used in the non-blocking com-munication slightly reduces the quality of the optimization result.5 ConclusionsIn this paper we discussed the transition of a production code from globalblocking communication to non-blocking point-to-point communication. Alsowe compared the performance of the two algorithms. We found that in a com-monly used MPI implementation (MPICH) the communication has a high CPU-usage. Using non-blocking communication does not reduce this CPU-usage butonly moves it to the background. This increases the real time measured forthe computation, as the CPU is time-shared with the computation. On otherarchitectures this can be dierent, as has been seen with the Cray T3D. A lownumber of processors can indeed pro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